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ABSTRACT
Petrasek, Lubomir. M.S., Department of Economics, Wright State University, 2005.
The Determinants of Current Account Dynamics in the Medium Run: an International
Approach.

The primary aim of this paper is to explore medium-term determinants of the
current account across a large sample of countries and compare the results with
theoretical predictions of the intertemporal model (ICA). In addition, the purpose is to
test hypotheses about the stability of the current account equations across different groups
of countries, test the twin deficit hypothesis, the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis, and
examine the importance of other theoretically relevant factors for current account
determination. Based on a sample of 129 countries over the period 1991 to 2000, one can
observe substantial differences between current account models for developing and
industrialized countries. Whether developing countries are defined according to GDP per
capita or according to credit rating, the hypothesis that they face the same current account
model as industrialized countries can be rejected at the 99 percent level of confidence.
Whereas the intertemporal model (ICA), particularly after allowing for overlapping
generations, appears to be a reasonable framework for explaining the current account in
developed countries, no such conclusion can be made about developing countries.
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1 1NTRODUCTION
One of the perennial topics in open economy macroeconomics is the current
account: the broadest measure of the net flow of trade and investment income. An
understanding of the current account determination is vital for predicting real exchange
rates in the medium run, assessing the impacts of government policy on the open
macroeconomy, and evaluating the sustainability of current positions and the
creditworthiness of debtor countries. Hence, researches have developed different
approaches to test the empirical implications of alternative theoretical models of the
current account.
The objective of the present paper is to explore medium-term determinants of the
current account across a large sample of countries. We abstract from short-term
fluctuations due to temporary policy shocks by working with 5-year averaged data. This
method was pioneered by Rogoff and Obstfeld (1995) and further developed by other
researchers. The contribution of our paper is the testing of the following hypotheses with
direct policy implications: (1) Is there any evidence that current account deficits are a
corollary of government budget deficits as suggested by the twin-deficit hypothesis? (2)
To what extent are current account deficits associated with high levels of investment
spending? (3) Are richer countries likelier to run higher current surpluses and poorer
countries deeper deficits to accelerate their development? (the so-called catching-up
hypothesis) (4) Does the same model of the current account apply to developing and
developed countries?
Most of the hypotheses tested have their theoretical underpinning in the
Intertemporal Current Account Model (ICA). The ICA model connects national
accounting identities with specific assumptions about the behavior of the representative
agent (consumer). It can be used directly to substantiate the importance of investment,
output growth and national savings in determining a country’s current account position.
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Indirectly, this framework can be applied to anticipate the theoretical impact of other
variables including per capita income.

2

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
International economists have long been interested in examining the determining
factors of current account balances and dynamics. Applying various approaches and
tools, they were looking for correlations between the current account and other
macroeconomic variables, sometimes attempting to infer causal relationships. The early
emphasis was on trade flows: most economists since the 1950s until the 1970s regarded
the current account as the net export balance and considered relative prices (real
exchange rates) to be its central determinant. This emphasis on relative prices and
exchange rates is referred to as the “elasticities approach”, since the elasticity of the
import and export demand function were believed to induce international flows of trade
and factor income. The determinants of expenditure levels and income were typically
held constant in these models (Obstfeld and Rogoff 1995; Edwards 2000).
Nevertheless, many economists in the 1970s started focusing on the current
account as national savings less domestic investment. Yang (1978) for example realized
that the excess of spending over current income, or equivalently excess of a nation’s
investment over its domestic public and private savings, is made possible by international
borrowing. Thus were bom approaches explaining the determination of the current
account from the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) identity. Within the
NIPA framework, the current account deficit occurs whenever aggregate domestic
spending exceeds national income. Consequently, changes in income and aggregate
spending (domestic absorption) will be the central determinants of international
borrowing and lending patterns.

2.1 The Intertemporal Approach to the Current Account
This viewpoint also constitutes the basic building block of the intertemporal
approach to current account analysis (ICA); the theoretical underpinning of the present
paper. In addition, open economy models based on this approach are derived from the
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optimization problems of households and firms: they have a microeconomic foundation.
Representative individuals (and hence nations) are believed to maximize their life-long
utility by smoothing their consumption over time. As a result, whenever their income is
temporarily eroded by abnormally high government consumption or investment needs,
and whenever they have reasons to believe that their future income will rise, they borrow
from abroad. This lending and borrowing can be viewed as an intertemporal trade: hence
the international approach to the current account (ICA). Within the ICA framework, the
current account balance is viewed as a “buffer against transitory shocks in productivity
and demand” Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, p. 1740).
The intertemporal approach to the current account (ICA) was developed mainly
by Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, 1996), who insisted that it should supplant the MundellFlemming model of the open macro-economy. The main predictions of the
interetemporal perspective are the following: (1) A temporary rise of output above its
permanent level will contribute to higher current account surpluses due to consumption
smoothing. (2) Productivity growth and higher output growth rates, on the other hand,
will weaken the current account as people borrow today against higher future income.
(3) Increased investment needs will induce foreign borrowing and higher current account
deficits, since representative agents will seek to cushion its consumption impact. (4)
Government budget deficits - i.e. lower taxes today and higher taxes in the future - will
have no impact on the current account since representative agents smooth their
consumption over time. As a result, they will increase their saving whenever the public
sector borrows against future tax income (Obstfeld and Rogoff 1995, 1996, 2004).
The last prediction of the representative agent approach is in fact a formulation
of the “Ricardian Equivalence” hypothesis. Nevertheless, the ICA model does not
inevitably postulate the neutrality of fiscal policy. The “overlapping generations
approach”, which is also compatible with the intertemporal model, contradicts this
“Ricardian Equivalence” prediction. Abstracting from the assumption of forever-lived
representative agents, the approach yields a more realistic forecast with respect to budget
deficits: Since current generations do not fully internalize future tax liabilities, they do
not increase their savings one for one in response to government budget deficits. Hence,
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government borrowing will negatively affect national savings and the current account
(Obstfeld and Rogoff 1995; Blanchard 2005).

2.2 Empirical Methods
The implications of the intertemporal approach, in particular its contradictory
predictions regarding the impossibility of the “twin deficit”, ignited a lively debate and
increased interest in empirical analysis. On that account, international economists
developed different empirical tests. Year-to-year fluctuations of the current account were
estimated for single countries with time-series regressions (Hung 2002; Razin and
Millesi-Ferreti 1998; Calderon, Chong and Loayza 2000; Edwards 2000), Vector
Autoregressive Models (VAR) (Obstfeld and Rogoff 1995, 1996), the Johansen procedure
fo r estimation o f a Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) (Hung 2002), or the
Generalized Method o f Moments (GMM) (Bussiere et al. 2004). On the other hand, and
more importantly for this paper, methods were developed to measure medium-run
determinants of the current account. Cross-country panel regressions with low-frequency
data to dampen the effect of business cycle fluctuations proved to be the most suitable for
describing medium-run current account dynamics.
Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, 1996) were the first to propose that non-overlapping
5-year averages be used to estimate the medium-run determinants of current account
balances in multi-country regressions. Chinn and Prasad (2002), who covered a large
group of heterogeneous countries (18 industrial and 71 developing) over a long time span
(1971-1995), further developed their method. They observed that a different current
account model tends to apply for developing countries. Hence, their paper validated the
assumption of an earlier study conducted by Calderon, Chong and Loayza (2000) under
the auspices of the World Bank. The World Bank economists had focused on developing
countries, assuming that they are credit-constrained. As a result, their “behavior and
response of the current account deficit to changes in internal and external conditions are
likely to be different” (p. 22).
Other researchers who conducted studies of smaller country groupings
concentrated on industrialized countries. Bussiere et al. (2004) found in an analysis of 33
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European countries realized under the auspices of the European Central Bank (ECB) that
the fiscal balance is a relevant determinant of current account positions. Furthermore,
using the intertemporal current account model (ICA) as their theoretical basis, the ECB
economists uncovered a strong positive relationship between per capita income and
current account positions. The poorer countries in their sample, i.e. the 10 EU acceding
countries, tended to experience higher external deficits. To explain this phenomenon,
Bussiere et al. put forward the “catching up” hypothesis. Accordingly, the huge catching
up potential of these countries, as well as their strong investment needs justify their large
external disequilibria. The “catching up” hypothesis is just another implication of the
intertemporal model (ICA).

2.3 Empirical Results
So far, the research on the national level (time series regressions) has been
inconclusive since economists arrived at contradictory conclusions regarding the major
determinants of current account deficits and the effects of government borrowing on
private saving. On the one hand, Hung and Bronowski (2002) found that the budget
balance is not a significant determinant of the current account in the U.S. According to
Hung and Bronowski, private savings have tended to adjust to offset changes in the
government budget. On the other hand, Normandin (1994) analyzed U.S. and Canadian
time series data and found evidence against this “Ricardian Equivalence” hypothesis. His
results suggest a strong relationship between Canadian current account deficits and
budget deficits, although the tests are not conclusive for the U.S. economy.
Despite the mixed results of time series regressions, numerous cross-country
studies have been able to establish a firm link between several macroeconomic variables
and external imbalances. Chinn and Prasad (2002) concluded that current account
surpluses in industrial and developing countries (pooled) are positively correlated with
government budget balances and initial stocks of net foreign assets. Among developing
countries, open economies tend to have systematically higher external deficits. Bussiere
et al. (2004) corroborated these results, stressing the relevance of fiscal balances and
relative income in determining current account positions of industrialized countries.
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Similarly, among developing countries, Calderon, Chong and Loayza (2000) confirmed a
systematic negative correlation between openness and current account surpluses.
Thus, the debate about the factors determining current account positions of the
world’s nations is still going on. Yet, multi-country panel studies have shed some light
on several central issues. The present paper will seek to contribute further insights by
building upon the accumulated body of knowledge. In addition, we will analyze the
broadest sample of countries and explicitly allow for differences between liquidityconstrained countries and countries with free access to international capital.
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In this section, we discuss in more detail the implications of the intertemporal
approach to the current account (ICA). First, we present the basic national accounting
(NIPA) identity that provides a conceptual foundation for the intertemporal approach.
Nevertheless, the NIPA identity alone does not amount to a testable theory since it holds
true by definition. Hence, the traditional intertemporal current account model is based on
a set of assumptions about the behavior of the “representative agent”. The basic premise
of the representative-agent model is that the national economy consists of homogeneous
(representative) individuals who live forever and maximize their lifetime utility by
smoothing consumption over time. Only upon these assumptions can be derived
propositions about the dynamics of variables in the NIPA equation, their interrelatedness
and the determination of current account balances. Finally, we present the overlapping
generations approach that relaxes some of the less realistic assumptions of the
representative agent paradigm and yields in several instances different predictions.

3.1 Current Account Identities
The intertemporal theory of the current account rests upon the following National
Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) identity:
(I) CAt = Yt+ rtAt - (Ct + It + Gt),
where CAt stands for the current account surplus, Yt for net domestic product,
r tAt denotes the economy’s net asset income (resulting from the net asset position At), Ct
private consumption, It net investment, and Gt government consumption. Most
importantly, identity (I) demonstrates that a current account surplus means an excess of
total domestic income (Yt+ r tAt) over domestic absorption (Ct + It + Gt). Hence, an
economy running a current account deficit temporarily absorbs goods and services in
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excess of its income. The deficit is financed by borrowing from abroad, i.e. running a
capital account surplus. In a reduced form, the same identity can be rewritten as:
(II) CAt = (X t-M t) + r tAt,
where (Xt - M t) represents the trade surplus and r tAt the net inflow of investment
income from abroad. This is the standard way to write the current account surplus as the
sum of the trade balance and net investment income1.
Finally, the third way to write the same identity results from the possibility to
express national income (Yt + r t At) as the sum of consumption (Ct), private savings (St)
and taxes paid (St). It follows that the current account surplus can be written as:
(III) CAt = (St - It) + (Tt - Gt).
Identity (III) shows that the current account balance is equal to the sum of net
private savings after covering domestic investment (St - It) and net government savings
(Tt - Gt). Therefore, if savings fall short of desired investment, foreign resources must be
used to cover the balance. As a result, the country will incur a current account deficit,
selling its assets (i.e. claims on future domestic output) to foreigners. Also, this
accounting identity can be read as follows: If private savings and domestic investment are
equal (St - It) = 0, then government deficits will be associated with current account
deficits. However, the twin-deficit hypothesis prediction cannot be made unless we know
how private savings responds to government ‘dissaving’ (borrowing). Therefore, a more
complex theory is needed to make conclusions about the effects of income growth,
government deficits and investment on the current account.

3.2 The Intertemporal Approach to the Current Account
The intertemporal approach to current-account analysis connects the implications
of the national accounting identities with specific assumptions about private behavior. In
its traditional representative-agent version, homogeneous individuals are assumed to
have perfect foresight and complete information about their economic environment.
1 Simple accounting identities and econometric models usually abstract from unilateral transfers and
statistical discrepancies.
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Furthermore, their savings, consumption and investment decisions are said to be forwardlooking: based on rational expectations of future output growth, government spending,
real interest rates and other macroeconomic variables. Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995, 1996)
provided a comprehensive summary of the intertemporal approach and its implications.
Assuming that the world interest rate is constant, the market discount factor [l/(l+r)] is
equal to the subjective time-preference factor of the representative consumer (his
impatience to consume), and no borrowing constraints prevent the representative
consumer from maximizing his utility, the current account surplus can be expressed as:
(IV) CAt = (Yr Y*) - (It- f ) - (Gr G J,
where Y*, I* and G are the permanent levels of net domestic product, investment
and government consumption. The permanent level of a variable is its discounted annuity
value at a constant interest rate r. Since interest rate fluctuations are assumed away, the
permanent levels depend purely on the present and future expected values.
In addition, it is important to note that equation (IV) no longer holds as an identity
since it is supported by a set of strong assumptions. Most importantly, infinitely lived
consumers are supposed to maximize their life-long utility by trading present
consumption against future output. Hence, they smooth their consumption path over time
by means of international lending and borrowing. According to Obstfeld and Rogoff
(1995, p. 1748), this borrowing and lending can be viewed as an “intertemporal trade,
that is, as the exchange of consumption available on different dates.” Equation (IV)
implies the following about current account dynamics:
1.

If output rises above its permanent value, i.e. Yt> Y*, there will be a larger
current account surplus due to consumption smoothing.

2.

On the other hand, productivity growth can be visualized as an increase in
future expected output (Y*). As a result, the representative agent will borrow
against higher future income, increasing the current account deficit. In
practice, we follow variations in the growth rate of output rather than the
10

absolute size of output. Since higher than expected growth rates promise a rise
in the permanent level of output, they should be associated with current
account deficits.
3.

An increase of investment above its permanent level (It> I*) will be financed
by running a current account deficit rather then curtailing consumption.

4.

Similarly, a tax-financed increase in government consumption (Gt> G") will
result in a higher current account deficit. Nevertheless, government spending
financed by future taxes (government borrowing) rather than present-day taxes
will have no effect on the current account since it decreases the representative
agent’s permanent income. The underlying assumptions of this claim are that
government borrows at the same interest rate as the representative agent, and
the infinitely lived representative agent bears the entire future tax burden since
there are no new entrants to the economy. In this case, government debt does
not represent private net wealth and the Ricardian Equivalence holds (Obstfeld
and Rogoff 1995). Therefore, government borrowing has no influence on an
economy’s absorption and the current account balance in the representative
agent framework.

3.3 The Overlapping Generations Economy and Further Issues
The representative agent model may lead to counterintuitive predictions about the
impact of government borrowing on the current account. If, however, the infinitely lived
representative agent assumption is relaxed, the intertemporal current account model
(ICA) becomes more realistic. Blanchard (1985, 2005) insisted that current account
models be based on the overlapping-generations structure., allowing for demographic
complexity. In the overlapping generations economy, a portion of future taxes (i.e.
11

present-day government deficits) can be shifted onto future generations. Consequently,
government deficits lower the present value of taxes for those currently alive and have a
considerable effect on the aggregate economy. As a result, the twin deficit hypothesis
holds since deficit-financed spending increases an economy’s absorption.
Apart from the intertemporal approach, other relevant theoretical concepts have
been suggested in economic literature. The first has to do with the sustainability of net
asset positions. Expanding economies may be able to sustain higher current account
deficit to GDP ratios. As emphasized by Bussiere et al. (2004), for growing economies is
the existence of perpetual non-zero current account balances consistent with a stable net
foreign assets to GDP ratio. The steady state relationship (CAS) is given by formula (V)
where g is the rate of growth of nominal GDP and A the stock of net foreign assets
(typically negative):
(V) CAs = g*At
Thus, faster growing economies can incur higher current account deficits without
aggravating their negative net asset positions and worsening credit rating. This provides
an additional reason to believe that output growth will be in most countries associated
with current account deficits. Nevertheless, Calderon, Chong, Loayza (2000) pointed out
that developing countries will only be able incur larger current account deficits if they are
not credit-constrained. In other words, heavily indebted countries may be unable to
borrow against higher future income as they desire. If this is the case, the assumption of
the intertemporal model that representative agents can borrow at the prevailing interest
rate is violated. As a result, the intertemporal model is no longer valid. Hence, an
empirical analysis of current account determinantion must distinguish between different
groups of countries according to their acess to international capital.
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4 . EMPIRICAL

FRAMEWORK

Direct testing of the validity of the intertemporal approach to the current account
(ICA) is made difficult by its theoretical complexity. First, the theory predicts markedly
different results for (medium-run) fluctuations in a variable and changes in the permanent
level of a variable. In addition, the intertemporal model operates with (rational)
expectations that are difficult to measure. Finally, the ICA framework suggests that only
relative, country-specific changes in income and spending patterns will have an impact
on the current account. For example, a country that expects a higher output growth than
others will borrow against future output to smooth its consumption over time. A global
productivity increase, in contrast, will expand the worldwide demand for loanable funds
and make borrowing costlier. Thus, only relative changes in spending and income will
alter international lending and borrowing patterns.
Indirectly, a multi-country regression of the current account balance on output
growth, investment, fiscal balance (all as a percentage of GDP) and other relevant
variables can be used to test the ICA model. High investment-to-GDP ratios and fiscal
deficits can be interpreted as medium-run fluctuations about the permanent level. One
advantage of the cross-country regression is that it allows us to control implicitly for
global economic conditions by including many countries in the sample. Even more
important is that we will be able to make comparisons among different groups of
countries. For this purpose, we collected additional data on geographic location,
population, credit rating and per capita income (see data appendix). Thereupon, we
constructed a panel that contains two non-overlapping 5 year averages for each country;
for the period 1991-1995 and 1996-2000. This procedure, pioneered by Obstfeld and
Rogoff (1995), became the most widely used method for cross-country studies of the
current account. It has the advantage of abstracting from short-run variations in current
account positions and other explanatory variables.
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4.1 Data Exploration
Table 1 contains some basic descriptive statistics characterizing our sample of
129 countries. Since the statistics are based on 5-year non-overlapping averages, most of
the variation in the sample is due to cross country differences. We work with averaged
data for the following variables: current account balance (CURRENTa), government
budget surplus (BUDGETa), growth rate of real GDP per capita (gCGDPa), investment
as a share of GDP (ESTVa), real exchange rate (REXa), total liabilities to IMF (LIABa),
and population growth rate (gPOPa). Nevertheless, where the explanatory variable can be
assumed to be relatively stable over time, we avoid using 5-year averages since it
significantly reduces the sample size (one can only include countries for which all the
observations are available). Hence, we prefer working with annual observations (1995
and 2000) for GDP per capita (CGDP), economy openness (OPENC), and dependence on
fuel exports (FUELS).
Table 1: Descriptive statistics

Variable
CA (CURRENTa)
budget (BUDGETa)
per cap. GDP (CGDP)
growth (gCGDPa)
investment (INVa)
real ex.rate (REXa)
opennes (OPENC)
fuels (FUELS)
liabilities (LIABa)
pop.growth (gPOPa)
credit rating (RATE)

N=129, periods=2, N-pooled=258
St. Deviation
Range
Mean
-3.27
7.64
-24.27 to +17.16
-11.21 to +12.56
-2.48
3.53
9449.81
8969.76
327.3 to 48967.6
3.80
-12.98 to 14.32
3.66
15.52
8.21
2.48 to 42.04
11.65 to 163.17
36.03
56.96
79.67
47.25
16.8 to 341.6
5.81
14.09
Oto 90
54.75
75.51
Oto 614.5
1.22
1.43
-2.3 to 6.23
2.42
1.11
1 to 4

i
> 00
0.75
■i .2?
6
I
: :5
2.76
-0.14
0.08

The dependent variable, the current account surplus, ranges from a deficit of 24.27 % of GDP to a surplus of 17.6 % of GDP. The extreme values in our sample are
associated with small and open economies, often going through a period of major crisis
or transition. Thus, Guinea-Bissau, Rwanda, or Jordan had extremely high current
account deficits; on the other hand Singapore, Luxembourg or Gabon experienced very
high surpluses. Another observation is that government budget deficits tend to be on
14

average somewhat lower than current account deficits and have less variation in the
sample. The average per capita GDP in our sample is $9,450. Nevertheless, the mean is
not representative of the larger part of the sample since the distribution of per capita
income is strongly right-skewed. Indeed, one in four of the countries had annual per
capita GDP in terms of PPP of $2,246 or less. Gross investment as a share or GDP was,
not surprisingly, much more volatile than per capita GDP growth. Also, the price level of
GDP (real exchange rate, REXa) of the average country in our sample was approximately
57 % of the U.S. price level. Mineral fuels as a share of total exports are, not
unexpectedly, a very right-skewed variable since a few countries dispose of large
supplies whereas the greater part has very little. Similarly, liabilities to the IMF are very
unequally distributed because there are many countries with no borrowing from the IMF
and a few countries strongly relying on concessional financing. Credit rating takes on
values from 1 (non classified debt) to 4 (severely indebted). The mean country is halfway
between a less indebted (RATE=2) and moderately indebted (RATE=3).
Table 2 shows large differences between poorer, medium and richer countries.
Countries with the lowest per capita GDP in terms of PPP tended to have the highest
current account and government budget deficits, lower growth rates and lower levels of
investment, a depreciated real exchange rate, relatively closed economies, higher
liabilities to the IMF, higher population growth rates, and worse credit rating . Most
importantly, these countries also had the least complete statistical reporting. This may
introduce a bias into our analysis since many poorer countries drop out due to missing
observations.
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Table 2: Groups of countries according to per capita GDP
Mean
Variable / GDP per
capita
CA (CURRENTa)
budget (BUDGETa)
per c. GDP (CGDP)
growth (gCGDPa)
investment (INVa)
real ex,rate (REXa?
opennes (OPENC)
fuels (FUELS)
liabilities (LIABa)
pop.growth (gPOPa)

ALL COUNTRIES
(129)
-3.27
-2.48
9449.81
3.66
15.52
56.96
79.67
5.81
54.75
1.43

credit rating (RATE)

2.42

Less than
$3,000
(52)
-7.51
-4.41
1418.47
2.53
8.36
32.65
59.30
4.67
89.30
2.49
3.07

$3,000-$15,000
(51)
-3.46
-2.16
7190.80
3.88
15.62
45.33
85.28
7.37
61.79
1.14

More than
$15,00
-C?
-I
23283.!

■. L .■"
0.45

2.16

Another unsophisticated way to analyze the variables is to run a series of simple
linear regressions. Some of them are reported below (standard errors in parentheses).
There appears to be a strong positive correlation between the current account surplus and
the government budget surplus (SRI, Figure 1). Furthermore, countries with higher per
capita GDP tend to have higher current account surpluses (SR 2). Countries with higher
liabilities to the IMF tend to experience lower current account surpluses (higher deficits)
(SR 3). All the effects are statistically very significant. Nevertheless, higher investment
levels appear to be unexpectedly associated with higher current account surpluses (SR 4).
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Figure 1: Current account deficits and budget deficits
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Although they may be suggestive, we shouldn’t pay too much attention to these
simple regressions. There are likely to be many unobserved variables affecting the
current account and correlated with the explanatory variables. Thus, simple regressions
are almost certainly biased. Table A3 (see annex) confirms this intuition and shows
relatively strong correlations between some of the regressors. Hence, the multiple linear
regression is a more appropriate method since we can explicitly control for other
variables.
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4.2 Econometric Estimation
Despite the complexities of the intertemporal approach (ICA), the empirical tests
applied in practice tend to be relatively simple. A multiple linear regression of the current
account (CURRENTa) on government budget balance (BUDGETa), investment (INVa),
GDP growth (cGDPa) and per capita income (CGDP) can be used to examine the
empirical linkage between the variables. This empirical linkage, in turn, can be
compared with the theoretical model. In addition, we include in the estimated model a
set of other variables proposed by literature. Real exchange rates (REXa), openness of the
economy (OPENC), fuel exports as a share of total exports (FUELS), total liabilities to
the IMF (LIABa) and population growth (gPOPa). As suggested by Obstfeld and Rogoff
(1995) and applied in most medium-run current account studies, we calculate 5-year nonoverlapping averages for all variables with a large degree of time variation. Thereupon,
we pool the data for the two five-year periods (1991-1995) and (1996-2000) and estimate
the model by ordinary least squares.
Table 3: Results of OLS panel regression, all countries
N=166
R-squared=0.45
F-value= 13.92

ciPOf

Table 3 reports the OLS estimates for the full sample. The model is very
statistically significant (F value for the overall significance of the model is 13.92) and
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explains 45 % of the total variation in current account deficits. Nevertheless, gross
investment (DSfVa), GDP growth (gCGDPa), liabilities to the IMF (LIABa), population
growth (gPOPa), real exchange rates (REXa) and openness (OPENC) are all statistically
insignificant. The only variables that explain some of the variation in the current account
for the whole sample are GDP per capita (CGDP), government budget balance
(BUDGETa) and fuels exports (FUELS). Per capita income is very significant and the
sign is positive. Thus, even after controlling for many variables, we are able to confirm
that richer countries tend to experience current account surpluses whereas poorer
countries current account deficits. Similarly, government budget deficits are significant at
the 5 % level and the sign is positive. Hence, there appears to be some evidence in
support of the twin deficit hypothesis. Nevertheless, the coefficient (0.33) is far from one
and the association far from perfect. Finally, fuel exporting countries tend to have, not
unexpectedly, higher current account surpluses.
One obvious concern in this regression is multicollinearity. Since some of the
regressors have relatively high correlation coefficients, we might be unable to estimate
their effect on the current account separately. Real exchange rates, for example, are
strongly positively correlated with per capita income (correlation coefficient=0.79). In
addition, each of the variables is highly significant when the other is dropped.
Nevertheless, we prefer leaving both variables in the model because they are theoretically
very important for current account determination.

4.3 Sample Subdivisions
After estimating the basic model, we are interested in different subdivisions of the
sample. First, does the relationship between the current account and the explanatory
variables hold stable over the 2 time periods: 1991 through 1995 and 1996 through 2000?
To see whether there is any structural change over time, we applied the Chow test. Since
the time dummy variable and all the interaction terms are jointly very insignificant (Fstatistic=1.01), we conclude that that the current account model holds stable over time
and the data for the two periods can be pooled.
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Second, both the theoretical and empirical literature suggest that countries with
limited access to international capital might have different current accounts models.
Therefore, we interacted all the variables in the model with the dummy variable R1 that
takes on a value of one if the country’s debt is not classified. Otherwise, variable R1
takes on a value of zero. After estimating the model, we find that most of the interaction
terms are both individually and jointly very significant. Consequently, we reject the
hypothesis that countries with restricted access to international capital have the same
current account model as countries with classified debt at any conventional level (Fstatistic = 3.13). Thus, countries will have to be grouped according to their credit rating
and two separate models estimated.
In addition, we also experimented with different sample restrictions according to
geographical characteristics (excluding African countries, very large or very small
countries) and macroeconomic characteristic (per capita income). We observed that
excluding African countries has some effect on the estimates. However, the subdivisions
according to per capita income (in terms of PPP) and according to credit rating stand out.
In both cases, one group of countries faces a remarkably different empirical model of the
current account than the other. Whether countries are grouped according credit rating
(table 4) or according to per capita income (table 5), the hypothesis that they face the
same current account model can be confidently rejected. In addition, there are noticeable
similarities between the two sets of estimates. There appears to be a considerable overlap
between countries with non-classified debt and countries with higher per capita income.
Therefore, in further analysis, we also refer to this group of countries as “industrialized”
or “higher income” as opposed to “developing” or “lower income” countries.
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Table 4: Two current account models: countries with non-classified and
classified debt

Table 5: Alternative subdivision according to per capita income

Upon examining the subdivided sample, the first finding is that the current
account in lower income countries is clearly more difficult to estimate than in higher
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income countries. Whereas we are able to explain 67 % of the total variation of current
account positions in higher income countries, we only explain 29 % of the variation in
lower income countries. In addition, the model for lower income countries looks much
different and some of the variables have the opposite sign. In both groups of countries,
wealthier nations (in terms of per capita income) tend to have lower current account
deficits. Nevertheless, the effect is much more significant for countries with classified
debt.
Furthermore, higher levels of investment are associated with current account
surpluses in developing countries, whereas they lead to current account deficits in
industrialized countries. In both cases the effect is significant at the 10 % level (table 4).
Hence, our analysis corroborates Calderon’s, Chong’s and Loayza’s (2000) observation
that many developing countries are credit-constrained. Since they are unable to finance
increased investment needs by international borrowing, investment is not associated with
higher current account deficits. In fact, it might be associated with current account
surpluses since investment can only be undertaken when national savings increase.
Output growth (gCGDPa) is not a significant variable in the cross-country current
account model. Nevertheless, one can argue that the intertemporal perspective (ICA) is
also ambivalent concerning the effects of output growth on the current account. On the
one hand, higher output growth is predicted to lead to current account surpluses when it is
considered temporary. On the other hand, a booming economy is likely to result in
optimistic expectations of the future and borrowing against future output. We cannot
reject either hypothesis based on our data.
No less interesting is the coefficient on BUDGET balance. We find strong
evidence against the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis (i.e. support for the twin deficit
hypothesis) in industrialized countries. Budget deficits are positively correlated with
current account deficits; and the coefficient (0.41 to 0.58) is much higher than for the
whole sample and statistically significant at the 5 percent level. In developing countries,
on the other hand, the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis cannot be refuted. Assuming that
poorer nations don’t have free access to international capital, private agents have to
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increase their saving when the government borrows to finance public spending. In such a
case, government spending has no effect on output and aggregate spending. Based on our
sample, we cannot reject this hypothesis in developing countries.
Fuel exports (FUELS) are, not surprisingly, a significant determinant of the
current account in developing countries. Exporters of oil and other mineral fuels are
much less likely to have a current account deficit. Liabilities to the IMF (LIAB) do not
appear to be a significant determinant of current account deficits after subdividing
countries according to credit rating. The sign is negative for countries with classified
debt, which suggests that more indebted countries continue to have higher current
account deficits. On the other hand, the positive and marginally significant sign for
countries with non-classified debt can be interpreted as creating a current account surplus
to pay back the debt.
Very significant for industrialized countries is the real exchange (REXa)
parameter. However, the real exchange rate, despite much attention being paid to it in
theoretical literature, is difficult to work with. On the one hand, an increase in real
exchange rates increases international prices of domestic goods and can be expected to
lead to current account deficits. On the other hand, the real exchange rate tends to
appreciate if a country runs current account surpluses. In our example, the sign is positive
and statistically very significant for richer countries, suggesting that countries with a
more appreciated exchange rate tend to have higher current account surpluses (lower
current account deficits). Nevertheless, we should be cautious about inferring causality
since the estimate is likely to suffer from the simultaneous variable bias. It is probable
that the exchange rate is endogenous, rather than exogenous as assumed by the OLS
model. Hence, we would need multiple equations and a different econometric method to
estimate the coefficient correctly.
More interesting is the interpretation of parameter openness (OPENC). The
positive sign for industrialized countries indicates that richer economies benefit from
openness and experience current account surpluses. The relationship is very statistically
significant. Poorer or more indebted economies with a high degree of openness, on the
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other hand, tend to suffer from current account deficits. The effect is significant at the 10
% level and the sign reversal when we subdivide the sample in richer and poorer
countries very suggestive.

4.4 CASE STUDY: Central and Eastern European Countries and the
Catching up Hypothesis
The theoretical framework of the present paper - the intertemporal approach to
the current account - implies that deviations of income and output components from
permanent levels should bring about current account disequilibria. However, the
permanent level of a variable is not directly observable since it is influenced by
expectations of the future. Hence, it was assumed in previous analysis that expectations
remain relatively constant. Nevertheless, if we were able to isolate a group of countries
where expectations changed in a predictable manner, we would get closer to the heart of
the ICA theory. Therefore, Central and Eastern European countries (CEECs) that joined
the European Union in 2004 provide for an interesting “natural experiment”.
Figure 2 shows that the 8 CEECs that recently became members of the European
Union have lower GDP per capita (measured in purchasing parity standards) than the old
EU-15 average. Nevertheless, it is widely expected that the new members’ economies
will converge in terms of per capita income with the rest of the EU. On the one hand,
convergence among members is one of the explicit goals of the Union and had been
observed in the past when Ireland, Greece, Spain and Portugal became members. On the
other hand, most of the CEECs have been growing much faster than the EU average since
the second half of the 1990s. The catching up potential is particularly marked in countries
with the lowest per capita income.
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Figure 2: Forecasted GDP per capita In the new members: catching up
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Source: European Commission, European Economy 2004
Note: CY: Cyprus, CZ: Czech Republic, EE: Estonia, HU: Hungary, LV: Latvia, LT: Lithuania, MT: Malta,
PL: Poland, SK: Slovakia, SI: Slovenia.

Consequently, the new members experienced a sudden increase in their
permanent income levels. In the intertemporal current account model, an unexpected
increase in future expected income provides a rationale for intertemporal borrowing and
incurring current account imbalances. Indeed, table 6 demonstrates that the accession
countries have been running sizeable current account deficits since the prospect for
joining the Union became real in 1995. At the same time, all the 8 countries had high
levels of investment spending and fiscal deficits. These findings are in accord with the
predictions of the ICA model. In particular, this increase of permanent income is relevant
for assessing the intertemporal model because it is relative rather than absolute. Only
increases in relative income matter for the current account since increases in the global
interest rate will prevent all countries from borrowing against future income at the same
time.
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Table 6: EU accession countries 1995-2002 (averages, % of GDP)

Country
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Laiv
Lithuani;
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia

Current
account
-4.8
-8.0
-4.2
-6.7
-7.8
-3.3
-6.5
-0.5

Fiscal balance
-1.4
-0.1
-3.0
-2.2
-3.8
-3.0
-2.7
-0.6

Gross
investment
1:2.6
i 1 6:
19.2
19.3
27.1
20.0

S o u rce: ECB, Working Paper Series No. 311

4.5 Econometric Concerns
The primary aim of this paper is to estimate medium-term determinants of the
current account for different groups of countries and compare the signs with theoretical
expectations. Therefore, we are not so much concerned with the precision of the
estimates as long as the signs are correct. Nevertheless, it is appropriate to be aware of
some weaknesses of our data and our model that might have introduced bias. First, the
collected data may not be precisely measured (measurement bias), in particular in
developing countries. In addition, even if the data were measured correctly, definitions of
some variables may differ somewhat from country to country (although each variable was
obtained from a single source). Second, in spite of including many controls, the model
may not be completely free from the omitted variable bias. For example, net foreign
assets would have been a better measure of external indebtedness than total liabilities to
the IMF used. Nevertheless, using a more robust procedure to eliminate the fixed effects
wouldn’t be appropriate given the nature of the study. The issue is further discussed in
the sensitivity analysis section (4.6). Third, since our data has a time dimension, we
should be concerned about autocorrelation. This problem is addressed in the next section
where the panel is re-estimated using random effects. The random effects procedure takes
explicitly into account the autocorrelation in the panel data. Fourth, the issue of
endogeneity in our model is a potential concern. However, the problem is most likely to
occur with variables such as real exchange rate that are not of primary importance for this
study. Since exchange rates are as much a function of the current account as the current
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account is a function of exchange rates, we were cautious about inferring causal
relationships. Finally, there is no indication of heteroskedasticity or misspecification in
the model. Thus, we believe that the model is free from major econometric flaws that
would prevent us from comparing the estimates with their theoretical counterparts.

4.6 Sensitivity Analysis
Finally, in order to examine the robustness of the results, the panel is re-estimated
using the random effects method (the two-way random effects model). The purpose of
this exercise is to eliminate the positive serial correlation that necessarily exists in the
error term. When we estimated the pooled regression model, we assumed that the
intercept is constant across all countries and time periods. Later, we relaxed this
assumption by subdividing the sample into two economically distinct groups of countries,
developing and developed, and obtained two sets of intercepts and slope coefficients.
Nevertheless, even within these groups, there is a lot of county-specific variation left.
Especially, there is a fixed component (aO in the error term that is not entirely due to
randomness as assumed by the constant coefficients model (OLS) but rather due to
differences among countries. Even if we believe that the fixed effect (aO is uncorrelated
with the explanatory variables, there is still positive first-order serial correlation
(Wooldridge 2003, p. 470). Thus, if the error term is positive for Canada in the first time
period (1991-1995), it is likely to be positive also in the second time period (1996-2000).
In this case, although a pooled OLS procedure yields estimates that are consistent, the
standard errors and test statistics are invalid since they ignore the serial correlation.
Wooldridge (2003, pp. 149-476) showed that the random effects estimator is
preferred to the OLS estimator whenever the fixed effect is believed to be uncorrelated
with the explanatory variables. If, on the other hand, the country-specific fixed effect
were believed to be correlated with one or more explanatory variables, we would have to
use the fixed effects model to remove the unobserved effect from the error term
completely. This, however, would be clearly inappropriate in the present case. By
differencing (or time-demeaning) the data, we would eliminate all of the interesting
cross-country variation in current account positions that we want to explain. The fixed
effects estimator, sometimes also called the within estimator, would estimate the model
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using only time-series information in the data. In other words, the fixed effects model
would answer the question about the effect of investment, income growth, government
deficits and other explanatory variables on current account deficits due to the passage of
time (within each country). This paper, however, is primarily interested in explaining
differences in current account positions between countries and groups of countries.
Therefore, the questions we ask cannot be answered by the fixed effects model.
Hence, we estimate the random effects model as a sensitivity analysis. First, the
assumption is made that the error term is uncorrelated with both the time series
component and the country-specific component. In other words, we presume that there is
no important omitted variable bias. Second, the random effects transformation involves
quasi-demeaning the data, i.e. subtracting a fraction of the time average from each
observation. Therefore, all countries with missing observations have to be eliminated to
obtain a balanced panel. Although estimated with a reduced sample size, the random
effects estimates reported below should be more reliable since they take into account the
positive serial correlation in the error term.
Table 7: Random effects estimates (RANTWO procedure)
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As before, the improved estimates reported in table 7 were obtained for the
sample subdivision that allows us to draw conclusions about differences between two
distinct groups of countries: those with classified and those with non-classified debt.
Most importantly, the random effect estimates corroborate the results obtained by OLS.
The substantial differences between countries with different credit ratings are still
manifest. Investment and government budget deficits are strongly associated with higher
current account deficits only in countries with non-classified debt. On the other hand, the
only significant determinants of current account positions in countries with classified
debt are per capita income, fuel exports and economy openness. In addition, whereas
richer countries unequivocally benefit from openness, poorer open economies tend to run
current account deficits. In sum, the OLS estimates obtained earlier appear to be robust to
changes in estimation technique.
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5 POLICY RECOMMENDA TIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Policy Recommendations
The purpose of this section is to place the above findings in the context of
evolving views on the current account. During the last 30 years, economists’ views on
current account deficits in developing and developed countries changed several times.
Until the mid-1970s, the debates were focused on elasticities of the import and export
demand functions. The emphasis was on trade flows and the effectiveness of devaluation
in improving a country’s external position. Many authors in this tradition argued that,
since developing nations export mostly commodities for which the demand is relatively
price-inelastic, devaluations are ineffective. According to this view, current account
imbalances are of a “structural” nature and can best be eliminated by encouraging
industrialization through import substitution policies (Edwards 1996). Thus, one of the
ramifications the elasticities approach was greater protectionism as a means of achieving
external stability.
Since the late 1970s, the current account has been increasingly viewed as an
intertemporal phenomenon; reflecting national consumption and savings decisions and
new investment opportunities. In a world of perfect capital mobility, it was often argued,
shifts in investment opportunities lead to corresponding shifts in the current account.
Thus, there is no reason to be concerned about current account deficits (Edwards 1996).
Consequently, it was recommended that developing countries abandon their import
substitution policies and open their economies to international flows of trade and capital.
To the extent that the public sector accounts are under control, leading IMF officials
claimed in the 1980s, there is absolutely no reason to worry about current account
deficits. This argument, often associated with former British Chancellor of the Exchequer
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Nigel Lawson, came under attack in the aftermath of the financial crises in the 1980s and
1990s.
The intertemporal perspective was adopted a priori as the analytical framework of
the present paper. However, calling attention to the limits of the perspective is one of the
most important empirical outcomes of this study. After subdividing the large sample of
countries according to per capita income and credit rating, we observed that the data
conforms to the intertemporal model better in some countries than in others. Thus, while
developing countries run on average higher current account deficits than industrialized
countries, their external imbalances don’t appear to be connected with higher levels of
fixed capital formation. Likewise, fiscal deficits in developing countries tend to be
higher, but as opposed to industrialized countries, they are not correlated with current
account deficits. In addition, from the current account perspective, it is not at all obvious
that developing countries benefit from openness in the same way as developed countries.
In fact, the data suggests that more openness is systematically associated with higher
current account deficits in developing countries.
It follows that the ICA should not be taken for a universal framework for
understanding the current account. One of the reasons that developing countries have
different empirical models of the current account than more advanced countries are
borrowing constraints. Developing countries face a steep upward sloping supply curve for
foreign funds, limiting their ability to smooth consumption over time. Hence, they cannot
borrow without limits at the prevailing interest rate as assumed by the interetemporal
model. In addition, current account deficits in developing countries may be perceived as
unsustainable even if they were generated by the private sector. Since the Mexican crisis
of 1994, a large number of analysts came to consider widening current account deficits as
the primary indicator of financial crises (Milesi-Feretti and Razin 1998). Therefore,
foreigners may be unwilling to accumulate further such countries’ financial liabilities.
Consequently, the intertemporal model of consumption smoothing would break down.
In contrast, the data for industrialized economies corroborates the intertemporal
thesis. Perhaps the most striking example is the development in Central and Eastern
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European countries. Since the prospect of joining the European Union became real, these
countries have been running sustained current account deficits. From the intertemporal
perspective, these deficits may be viewed as consumption smoothing and borrowing
against future output growth. Indeed, their external imbalances appear to be linked with
high levels of investment by both the public and the private sector. As long as foreigners
are willing to engage in foreign direct investment and hold those countries’ liabilities, the
intertemporal model suggests, the current imbalances are not a cause of concern but
reflect forward-looking decisions of rational consumers and investors.

5.2 Conclusions
The primary aim of this paper was to explore medium-term determinants of the
current account across a large sample of countries and compare the results with
theoretical predictions of the intertemporal model (ICA). In addition, we tested
hypotheses about the stability of the current account equations across different groups of
countries, the twin deficit hypothesis, the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis, and
examined the importance of openness, indebtedness, population growth and other
theoretically relevant factors for current account determination.
The intertemporal current account model (ICA) rests upon the assumption that
forever-lived representative agents maximize their life-long utility in a world of perfect
information, capital mobility and credit availability. Nevertheless, empirical studies show
that this assumption may only hold in developed countries (Calderon, Chong and Loayza
2000; Bussiere 2004). Developing countries, on the other hand, can be expected to be
liquidity-constrained, and, therefore, have a different current account model. Based on a
sample of 129 countries over the period 1991 to 2000, we found strong support for this
hypothesis. Whether developing countries are defined according to GDP per capita or
according to credit rating, the hypothesis that they face the same current account model
as industrialized countries can be rejected at any level of significance. Hence, we singled
out countries with classified debt and estimated two different current account models. We
also showed that these estimates are very similar to those obtained by subdividing the
countries according to per capita GDP.
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We found that the model for countries with classified debt, or per capita income
of less than $10,000, is estimated relatively inexactly. The current account surplus in
these countries is positively correlated with per capita income, export of fuels as a share
of total exports, and gross investment. It depends negatively on the openness of the
economy. Since the government budget balance is not an important determinant of
current account positions, the Ricardian Equivalence hypothesis cannot be rejected.
Moreover, gross fixed capital formation is positively related to current account surpluses.
Thus, it appears that countries in this group are indeed credit-constrained and, as a result,
only able to sustain higher investment or government consumption from domestic
savings. For these countries, the intertemporal model (ICA) of consumption smoothing
over time becomes irrelevant.
In contrast, the current account balance is much more predictable in countries
with non-classified debt or countries with annual per capita income of more than
$10,000. Furthermore, many variables have the opposite sign than for the first bundle of
countries. Higher investment is clearly associated with larger current account deficits as
suggested by the ICA model. Ergo, residents in developed countries don’t have to change
their consumption or savings patterns to finance fixed capital formation. Rather, they
borrow abroad whenever investment as a share of GDP increases. Second, contrary to
what is postulated by the representative agent model, government deficits tend to increase
current account deficits. Hence, the Ricardian Equivalence theorem doesn’t appear to
hold for developed countries since government deficits have an important impact on
aggregate spending and the current account. Although our estimates are far from one,
ranging between 0.41 and 0.58 depending on the sample subdivision, the twin deficit
relationship becomes real for countries with free access to international capital.
Therefore, the overlapping generations model accords better with reality than the
representative agent framework. Third, as opposed to poorer countries (or countries with
classified debt), richer countries with a net debtor position with the IMF are likelier to
generate current account surpluses to reimburse the debt. Finally, rich, financially healthy
nations unequivocally benefit from openness, which is conductive to current account
surpluses. Again, this result is in contrast to poorer nations (nations with classified debt),
where openness tends to bring about higher current account deficits. Across both groups
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of countries, higher per capita income is associated with positive current account
balances. Hence, the catching-up hypothesis is not rejected as long as countries have
similar levels of indebtedness.
The implications for macroeconomic policy and theory are the following: High
external indebtedness and poor credit rating hinders developing countries from financing
increased investment and government spending by international borrowing. Therefore,
the ICA model of consumption smoothing breaks down as questions about sustainability
of current account positions rise to the foreground. At this stage, it would be incorrect to
view external imbalances as healthy phenomena resulting from rational decisions of
representative agents. A country with large and sustained current account deficit faces an
increased risk of forced current account reversals and balance of payment crises. On the
other hand, the ICA model still remains a good predictor of current account dynamics in
developed countries and transforming economies of Central and Eastern Europe with
high growth perspectives.
To sum up, the present paper clearly demonstrates the dangers associated with
applying a single theoretical model to diverse countries facing different economic
circumstances. Whereas the intertemporal model (ICA), in particular after allowing for
overlapping generations, appears to be a reasonable framework for explaining the current
account in developed countries and transforming economies of Central and Eastern
Europe, no such conclusion can be made about developing countries.
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APPENDICES
A. DATA APPENDIX
The data used in this paper originates from three different sources: The Penn
World Table (PWT61), International Financial Statistics (IFS) and World Development
Indicators 2004 (WDI) of the World Bank. It was collected for 129 developing and
developed countries from 1990 through 2000 with annual frequency. All countries for
which data were available in all the three databases were included to obtain a broadly
based sample of countries. Nevertheless, some observations are missing and the panel is
unbalanced. This is a particular problem for developing countries where the data series
are often interrupted. Another potential problem with developing country data is the risk
of significant measurement errors.
The databases were chosen because they are among the most reliable and broadly
based sources of data for international comparisons. Due to the high data requirements of
this study, the variables had to be dawn from a number of different sources. A single
panel data set was constructed on this basis. Since this study is concerned with mediumterm determinants of current account surpluses, two non-overlapping five-year averages
were calculated (for 1991-1995 and 1996-2000) to eliminate short-run fluctuations. This
transformation, on the one hand, aggravates the missing data problem. Consequently,
many countries have to be left out. On the other hand, the possible problem with data
reliability and year-to-year measurement error is mitigated. The dataset and the variables
are summarized in tables A1 and A2.
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Table A l: Variables and their description

Label

Units

Source

CURRENT

Current account surplus

% of GDP

PWT61, adj.

BUDGET

General government fiscal
balance

% of GDP

IFS

CGDP

Real GDP per capita (using price
parities)

dollars

PWT61

Investment share of real GDP

% of GDP

PWT61

REX

Real exchange rate (price level of
GDP)

USA=100

PWT61

OPENC

Openness, exports plus imports
divided by real GDP

% of GDP

PWT61

FUELS

Export of fuels as a share of total
exports

%

WDI

LIAB

Total liabilities to IMF as a share
of quota

%

WDI

REGION

Geographical region

1 to 15

PWT61

POP

Population

thousands

PWT61

RANK

Credit ranking

1 to 4

WB

YEAR

1991-1995 or 1996-2000

Y2

Dummy variable, if YEAR 19962000 then Y2=1

1 orO

R1

Dummy variable, if RANK=1 then
R1=1

1 or 0

gVARIABLE

Growth rate of a variable

%

VARIABLES

5-year average of a variable

IVARIABLE

Natural logarithm of a variable

^VARIABLE

First difference of variable {t-(t-1)}

7
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.

NOTE:
PWT61: Penn World Table 61
EFS: International Financial Statistics, IMF
WDI: World Development Indicators, World Bank
WB: World Bank, list of economies
Adj: adjusted, own calculations

B. DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
CURRENT: The current account surplus as a percentage or real GDP. The
variable was calculated as the difference between current savings and gross investment,
both measured as a percentage of real GDP.
CA
S
I
CURRENT = ------ = ------------------ , since the current account is defined as the
GDP GDP GDP
difference between domestic savings and investment.
BUDGET: The general government fiscal balance measured in national currency
as a percentage of nominal GDP. Includes operations of the consolidated central
government; i.e. operations of budgetary central government, extrabudgetary units, and
social security funds. However, coverage of consolidated central government may not
necessarily include all existing extrabudgetary units and social security funds. Although
the data were obtained from a reliable source (the IMF), it may not be measured exactly
due to different reporting methods.
CGDP: Real GDP per capita as reported in PWT61. The measure was obtained
from an aggregation using price parities and domestic currency expenditures for
consumption, investment and government spending.
INV: Real gross fixed capital formation as a percentage share of real GDP.
REX: Price level of GDP as a measure of real exchange rates. The measure is
used as reported by PWT61:
PPP
REX = --------- * 100, where PPP is the purchasing power of GDP divided by
XRAT
XRAT, the nominal exchange rate. The PPP over GDP was obtained by PWT61 as the
national currency value of GDP divided by the real value of GDP in international dollars.
Since PPP and the nominal exchange rate are both expressed as national currency units
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per US dollar, the value of REX for the United States is equal to 100. The measure tends
to be grater than 100 for richer countries with higher domestic price levels. Poorer
countries, on the other hand, tend to have a relatively depreciated currency relatively to
PPP.
OPENC: Measures the openness of an economy:
EX + IM
.
..
.
.
i- • i 11
OPENC = —Qj^p— ’ w" ere exports and import in constant prices are divided by
real GDP.
FUELS: Fuel exports as a percentage of total merchandize exports. Fuels
comprise mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials. In our sample, the variable
FUELS takes on only values 0, 10, 50 and 90. For example, United Arab Emirates have
FUELS=90, since fuel exports account for more than 90 % of total merchandize exports
ofUAE.
LIAB: Is a proxy variable for the international indebtedness of a country
measured as total liabilities to IMF as a share of the quota2. Countries that rely heavily on
concessional funds from the IMF have high liabilities to the IMF as a share of their quota.
RANK: Credit rating based on the World Bank country debt classification for
2004. RANK takes on value 1 for a country with “non-classified debt”, 2 “less indebted”
country, 3 for a “moderately indebted” country, and 4 for a “severely indebted” country.

2The quota determines a member's maximum financial commitment to the IMF, its voting
power, and has a bearing on its access to IMF financing (IMF).
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Table A2: List of countries and geographical regions
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Note: Region “North Africa” includes the Middle East.
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